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This wrap bracelets kit contains everything you need to get started wrapping right away!Wrap

bracelets are one today's hottest jewelry trends. They come in every style, material and length.

They can be fun and funky, or can be made to grace your most elegant outfit. There are no rules.

This Ultimate Wrap Bracelets kit helps you create bracelets featuring different bead sizes and types,

as well as different cord materials, so you can discover your favorite styles and components. The kit

includes three different sets of cords and beads for the "starter" bracelet so you can try different

colors, or maybe invite a couple of friends over for a learning session. The videos on the

accompanying DVD make it easy to follow the steps for each bracelet. This DIY craft kit includes:

600 beads in six different colors 3 button clasps 6 charms 3 cords A chord board to hold the cords

while you bead 48 page, full-color instruction booklet Free video tutorials with easy to follow

stepsYou get all this without breaking the bank! There's lots of room for inventing your own style. Be

inspired! Surprise your friends! Open up this box for some serious fashion fun!
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What a huge disappointment! I was expecting that I could actually make the 12 bracelets with this

craft kit but after receiving my kit and reading the book, I was shocked to discover that it only

includes enough materials to make 3 "starter" bracelets. That part is not even true because you will

need other items to even create the 3 starter bracelets. When buying a kit like this, one would

expect the materials to be included. They don't even include a beading needle and thread, which



are the materials needed to complete the starter bracelets, as well as any other ones you want to try

with your own materials. How much do a needle and thread really cost? Was it that hard to include

them? Especially since they are necessary to complete every project in the book!!! And as far as the

"free youtube tutorials", anyone with internet access can view a youtube tutorial so that is definitely

no bonus! I only bought this because I thought that I would be able to make the bracelets in the

book with the materials INCLUDED in the kit. I think that I will most likely have to return this.

I also wish I had read the reviews before purchasing this. It's very cheap, but you get what you pay

for and in this case you're not paying for much. To be clear, the bracelets shown on the cover photo

can not be made with the beads sent with the 'kit'. The beads are tiny and cheap and you aren't

given the materials to thread the beads on to the cord. Oh well, there's a book at least!

Major disappointment. Should have read reviews. Does not come with everything.

What a waste of money!!! It says you can make 12 bracelets from this.. TOTALLY WRONG!! they

give you a couple a heads, a couple cheap charms and cord.. And... Nothing, you can't make any of

the wrap bracelets because you don't have the needle and thread needed to do it.. And then cord

board-- is just a flimsy piece of cardboard.. Junk.. I'm so disappointed.. I got this to give myself a

project to do while I'm away from home.. And I love wrap bracelets... But I can't even do anything

with this!!

I did not read reviews before I ordered wish I did. Just got it today and with what I ended up paying

for this with the shipping is ridiculous. In no way can you make any of the bracelets that are shown

on the pic. It is junk the beads are just garbage the kit in no way is complete I can not make any

bracelets without having to go and buy more material. As far as I am concerned I am calling  first

thing Mon. to see how to send back and hopefully get my shipping cost back as well.

I really wish I would have read the reviews... I was very excited to get home and make some

bracelets and when I opened the box I still needed a needle and thread, I was very disappointed

because I don't have any place near me to go get them... Now I have to wait until I go back to town

to get some. It would have been helpful if the items not included were on the outside of the box and

not inside the book



Only makes 3 bracelets, not 12. Beads are cheap plastic. You cannot make the bracelets on the

box front. Kit isn't full, no needle. I returned.

This kit was easy to follow and fun would highly recommend.
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